Systems that give control of a mobile robot to a remote user raise privacy concerns about what the remote user can see and do through the robot. We aim to preserve some of that privacy by manipulating the video data that the remote user sees. Through two user studies, we explore the effectiveness of different video manipulation techniques at providing different types of privacy. We simultaneously examine task performance in the presence of privacy protection. In the first study, participants were asked to watch a video captured by a robot exploring an office environment and to complete a series of observational tasks under differing video manipulation conditions. Our results show that using manipulations of the video stream can lead to fewer privacy violations for different privacy types. Through a second user study, it was demonstrated that these privacy-protecting techniques were effective without diminishing the task performance of the remote user.
INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this paper, we define a remote presence system (RPS) to be a system that allows a remote operator to be virtually present in another location, and to interact with the people and things there. The telephone and Skype are two common examples of such systems. However, the focus of the work in this paper is on systems that go beyond just observing their environment, but also allow the user to act in, and on it. The canonical example of such a system is the Personal Roving Presence (PRoP) project [4] , a mobile robot base mounting an LCD screen, camera, and speaker on a human-height pole. Similar systems are becoming commercially available today, including the Beam [2] , VGo [3] , Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s 
Control Video
Best Filter Technique Figure 1 : Unfiltered video compared to best filter techniques based on desired privacy type. A replace filter is applied to two laptops so that the user "Can't tell" they are there (a). A redact filter is used so that the user "Can't observe" anything in the hallway (b). A blur filter is placed over two books so that a user "Can't discern" their titles (c).
and InTouch RP-VITA [1]. These mobile systems introduce new privacy concerns because the remote operators can now point the camera themselves, taking control of privacy away from the proximal user. One method of preserving the privacy of the proximal user is to alter the visual data that the remote operator sees. We focus on techniques for ensuring three different types of observational privacy where the sensor data transmitted to the remote user are censored in some way. We define "Can't Tell" privacy types with the expectation that the remote user cannot tell the object exists; "Can't Observe" has the expectation that the remote user cannot perceive exactly what the object is, although they may notice it exists; and "Can't Discern" expects that the remote user may identify the class of the object, but not the particular instance. We evaluate the effectiveness of four basic video manipulation techniques at providing these three different types of observational privacy: redact an image by removing an object from the video stream, blur an object by applying a Gaussian blur, replace an object through in-painting, and abstract an object by applying a combination of bilateral and meanshift filtering.
Our goal is to determine which methods of video manipulation are most effective at ensuring different types of observational privacy without interfering with task performance. To evaluate this we use two user studies to determine which selected video manipulation techniques lead to fewer violations of privacy based on the desired privacy type, and which also do not lead to a lowered task performance.
VIDEO MANIPULATION STUDY
In this study we tested how well the different video manipulation techniques worked for each of the different privacy types, using three different scenarios. We conducted the study with videos captured from the robot's camera. Participants were asked to watch three short clips that were captured by a robot exploring an office environment, where each clip had a different scene with a particular privacy type applied to it. These three different video clips were designed to provide an example of why each type of privacy might be pertinent. Each clip had one of the five randomly assigned video manipulations applied to it. Participants then answered five questions about objects within the environment.
A total of 15 videos were created: five distinct video manipulations applied to each of the three scenes. In the manipulated video clips the objects that were filtered were the four valuables in the Electronic Valuables scene, the doorway in the Hallway scene, and the two books in the Bookshelf scene. We measure the degree to which privacy was protected in a distinct manner for each privacy condition, based on the expectations for that type of privacy.
Results and Analysis
Since each scene had privacy measured distinctly based on its privacy expectations, we offer their results separately. For the "Can't tell" and "Can't observe" privacy types the redact and replace filters had the lowest percentage of privacy violations on average, whereas for the "Can't discern" there was no significant difference between the redact, replace, or blur filters for the lowest percentage of privacy violations. Based on the results and recorded responses, for "Can't tell" we concluded that the replace video manipulation was better because participants never made mention that something was being taken out of the picture, unlike the redact video manipulation. In the case of the "Can't observe" privacy type, we deduced that a redact video manipulation would be preferable because it gives an obvious cue to the user that there is something beyond the doorway, but they are not allowed to view it. With the "Can't discern" privacy type we found that a blur filter would be recommended because it best balances awareness of the scene while protecting privacy.
TASK PERFORMANCE STUDY
This study uses an independent-measures design with one control group and one experimental group. Participants were asked to teleoperate a mobile robot through an unfamiliar home environment and to respond to a brief set of survey questions asking them to identify cleaning supplies and equipment contained in the home. For the experimental group, privacy manipulations were made to hide any evidence of children in the home. After completing the task, participants were asked whether or not they believed that children regularly visit this home. In this study the privacy manipulations were made by physically manipulating the environment to simulate perfect privacy filters (e.g., removing objects, replacing photos with manipulated versions, and physically hanging a black curtain).
Evidence that might convey that children were regularly in the home included an umbrella stroller in the kitchen, toys in the living room, family photos on the coffee table in the living room, a baby gate in the doorway to the bedroom, and a walker toy in the bedroom. The specific techniques used to hide these were chosen based on the results from our video manipulation study (see Section 2) and applied physically to the environment, rather than in software, in order to ensure that no shortcoming of the software implementation would impact our results.
Results and Analysis
For task performance, there was no significant difference found between the two conditions for the mean number of correctly identified supplies (5.13 control, 5.33 experimental), mean number of incorrectly identified supplies (0.13 control, 0.07 experimental), mean number of correctly identified locations (2.27 control, 2.40 experimental), or mean number of correctly identified brands (4.73 control, 4.40 experimental). With privacy violations, according to a Welch's t-test (p < 0.001), participants in the control condition (mean score of 3.86) agreed significantly more with the statement that children regularly visited the apartment than participants in the experimental condition (mean score of 2.13) where privacy-protecting techniques were applied. Based on these results, we conclude that our study provides evidence to support that privacy-protecting techniques can lead to fewer privacy violations without lowering task performance.
